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Abstract—As cloud computing is being more and more used, datacenters play a large role in the overall energy consumption. We propose to tackle this problem, by continuously and autonomously optimizing the cloud datacenters energy efficiency. To this end, modeling the energy consumption for these infrastructures is crucial to drive the optimization process, anticipate the effects of aggressive optimization policies, and to determine precisely the gains brought with the planned optimization. Yet, it is very complex to model with accuracy the energy consumption of a physical device as it depends on several factors. Do we need a detailed and fine-grained energy model to perform good optimizations in the datacenter? Or is a simple and naive energy model good enough to propose viable energy-efficient optimizations? Through experiments, our results show that we don’t get energy savings compared to classical bin-packing strategies but there are some gains in using precise modeling: better utilization of the network and the VM migration processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optimizing datacenter efficiency is one of the main challenges of the cloud computing field. It can be seen as managing system resources (servers and networking) in an energy-efficient way, while handling the dynamicity of the resources demand and utilization. With the growth of the cloud adoption both in industry and individuals, the energy consumption and the CO\textsubscript{2} emissions are becoming very huge. Cloud providers are more and more using optimization techniques to increase the cloud efficiency, they aim at reducing their TCO while guaranteeing the same service. In order to adapt the system we first have to model the system. Indeed, these techniques are using a datacenter abstraction to investigate the available optimizations. It is therefore necessary to ask which granularity in the modelisation is necessary to run efficient algorithms for the energy optimization. Cloud datacenters are complex systems, running thousands of servers and networking equipments while hosting huge amounts of heterogeneous VMs. These VMs, have different workloads changing over time, and have different flavors and utilization levels. Moreover, determining the optimal cloud datacenter configuration, while meeting the SLA previously negotiated with the customers, is challenging. Actually, a cloud user can specify some constraints on the deployment of its VMs (affinity, anti-affinity, location...) and the provider has to comply with these restrictions; otherwise some economic penalties can be applied. To tackle this challenge, we propose the use of metaheuristics to find out the near optimal solution to a datacenter and a set of virtual machines assigned to it. in order to reduce the energy consumption in the datacenter.

We design an autonomous adaptation engine to address the cloud datacenters issues, through the genetic algorithms. Yet, to be able to reason and seek for the best datacenter configuration, we need to represent the problem and all its characteristics. Indeed, we need to model the compute nodes and their resources, the virtual machines and their utilization, the networking equipments... but also, we have to model all the energy consumption of the physical devices. Then, the genetic algorithm is able to manipulate this model, perform recombinations and mutations on the model, and evaluate the quality of the new datacenter configurations (in terms of energy-efficiency, SLA violations, performance). Modeling the servers energy consumption is not trivial. It depends on a lot of factors such as CPU and RAM utilization, but disk and network activities are energy consuming too for instance. Therefore, we need to predict for each physical device, its energy consumption, based on its different utilization levels and features. Nevertheless, very precise modeling of the datacenters and its components can be costly in terms of computation time, energy consumption, and implementation. Whereas, a naive and simplistic model can have good performance and easy computation. But what about the results they provide? Are the optimizations computed with a fine-grained model more efficient than the ones with the coarse-grained model? There is a trade off to find to solve the datacenter configuration problem in an efficient way: accuracy in the model, but no additional computations, if it doesn’t improve the solution’s quality.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our multi-objective genetic algorithm framework we developed, its model manipulations and its solutions evaluations. Section III reviews the related work in this field of cloud computing and presents the energy models we use in this
work. In the section IV, we deal with the cloud simulator and its modifications. Finally, section V and VI respectively deal with the experiment and the results.

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

A. General

The evolutionary algorithm (EAs) is a class of stochastic optimization methods that imitates the process of natural evolution. The EA can be used for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems that are based on natural selection. The optimization process starts by creating a random initial population (made of several individuals representing a potential cloud configuration). The optimization process then generates a sequence of new populations by cloning the model. The model is representing the hardware of an IaaS infrastructure and the mapping of the different virtual machines on the compute nodes. For instance, an IaaS infrastructure is composed of a set of hosts, which are responsible for managing VMs during their life cycles. At each step, the algorithm uses the individuals in the current generation to create the next population (going towards an elite population). There are several popular and efficient genetic algorithms in the available frameworks and the scientific literature. Among the algorithms we evaluated we can cite: MOEA/D, NSGA-II or ε-MOEA. In our work we use NSGA-II, as it outperforms others algorithms and handles well both constrained and unconstrained problems.

B. Adaptation to the cloud problem

In order to adapt the genetic algorithm framework to the cloud energy-efficiency optimization problem we must map the genetic engine with the underlying model. Indeed, the GA performs recombinations by manipulating the cloud configuration model through mutators. We propose several mutators to fully discover the search space. For example, among them there are:

- *MigrateRandomVms*: migrates a random number of VMs (random source and destination hosts)
- *PermuteOneVm*: permutes a VM from a given host with a VM from another host

Moreover, the genetic algorithm has to evaluate each individual of the generations in order to be able to rank them following different fitness functions. For instance, we can evaluate a given cloud configuration in terms of potential energy consumption, number of virtual machine migrations required or constraint violations (such as SLA or host capacity). To assess the quality of an individual, the algorithm uses fitness functions. Each fitness function corresponds to an objective of the optimization problem. And through these functions and the genetic algorithm we are able to find out the Pareto front of the cloud configuration problem. It contains the different individuals having the best global fitness scores (the optimal tradeoffs between the different objectives).

III. ENERGY MODELS

In this section, we present and analyze the different energy models that are used in this paper. Indeed, to be able to improve the datacenters energy efficiency, we must model the energy consumption of the different physical devices and the parameters affecting this consumption. Then, we can tune and modify the current configuration through our model at runtime, and check whether the envisaged new configuration is interesting or not, in terms of energy savings. Indeed, by understanding how energy is consumed in the datacenter and what are the factors impacting this consumption, we aim at improving the energy efficiency. These energy models can be embedded in the genetic algorithm as fitness functions to evaluate the different solutions.

A. Server energy model

Servers energy models allow us to predict the Watts consumed by compute servers based on their utilization metrics. For instance, a popular and widely used energy model is SPECpower_ssj2008 benchmark [1]. It is designed to measure the power characteristics of server-class computer equipment. Moreover, it allows comparing power and performance among different servers and serves as a toolset for use in improving server efficiency. Nevertheless, these SPEC energy models, only take into account the CPU utilization to determine the energy consumption of the whole system (as it is the resource that consumes most of the host’s power [9]). This can lead to some approximations or errors. Actually, we know that disk and network operations, for instance, have an impact on the total server consumption [9]. In order to get more accurate energy prediction for the compute nodes, other metrics should be taken into account and not only the CPU. In [4], the authors propose a high-level non-linear model to predict the server energy consumption based on its current utilization levels. They design an energy model for a specific server type using regression and statistical machine learning techniques. Once the model is trained, it can predict energy consumption accurately, given the CPU and RAM utilization, and the disk and network activity.

B. Network devices energy model

Compute servers consume a lot of energy in the datacenter context, but the networking devices can not be put aside [5]. Energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important in the operation of networking infrastructure, especially in enterprise and datacenter networks, where the switches and routers can have tremendous work to process. It is clear that live migration processes and inter-VMs communications consume variable network bandwidth depending on the datacenter cloud configuration. We need a comprehensive characterization of energy consumption for switches and routers to accurately quantify the savings from the various energy savings schemes. Energy management for networking devices in wired networks has not received much
attention in the literature, but we can find some interesting research work [8]. In [6], the authors propose a linear regression analysis on a switch in operation mode. They vary three different input parameter while measuring the energy consumption of the network device: bandwidth, number of connections and link load. They find out that the link load has barely an impact on the switch energy consumption while the bandwidth and the number of active connections are the determining inputs.

C. VM migration energy model

Live migration of virtual machines is more and more used to consolidate and rearrange the current workload in the datacenters. Nevertheless, it is plain to see that this technique, consisting of migrating a virtual machine from one hypervisor to another with almost no downtime, has an energy overhead and might introduce some QoS degradations for the migrating VM. Moreover, we can note that the volume of data needed to be transferred to achieve a live migration can be up to a few gigabytes. Therefore, it is clear that triggering too many virtual machine migrations can lead to a traffic saturating network links. Then, the network being flooded, there might be a lack of resources to guarantee the optimal QoS to the customers and to fulfill the management of the infrastructure. To model the VM migration energy overhead in our experiment we decide to rely on the state of the art techniques, as detailed in this work [7]. The authors design a high-level linear model to estimate the energy required to migrate a virtual machine from one physical host to the other. Finally, we end up with the linear model below:

\[ E_{\text{mig}} = 0.512 \times V_{\text{mig}} + 20.165 \]

With \( 1J \approx 2.77778 \times 10^{-7} \text{kWh} \).

We are now able to characterize a virtual machine migration in terms of energy consumption. Note that we do not express the optional downtime that can be induced by the migration, nor the possible QoS degradation for the users. Nevertheless, migrations introduce additional bandwidth utilization and we express the corresponding link load of the connections in our network topology model.

IV. CLOUDSIM SIMULATOR

A. Presentation

CloudSim is a holistic framework for modeling, simulating and experimenting with cloud computing environments [3]. It is developed at the CLOUDS laboratory of the University of Melbourne. It is written in Java and is licensed under GNU LGPL v3. This simulation framework focuses on system design issues without having to worry about the low level details inherent to cloud-based infrastructures and services. It has support for modeling and simulation of energy-aware computational resources. It is also widely used to evaluate strategies in cloud computing, such as policies, mapping or load balancing rules. Additionally, CloudSim is useful to simulate one’s own cloud environment with the infrastructure, policies and algorithms, in order to check and validate the system behavior before deploying it in the real infrastructure. We decided to use this simulator as it is very popular in the research area, has energy-awareness and an active community.

B. Algorithms in CloudSim

CloudSim provides a set of scheduling and placement algorithms [2]. There are several policies available to select the virtual machines to migrate and where to migrate them. Nevertheless, it is possible for a user to add its own algorithm in the simulation framework. Below are the classes we target:

VmAllocationPolicy – Class to be extended in order to implement new algorithms for deciding which host a new VM should be placed on.

PowerVmAllocationPolicyMigrationAbstract – A template class for implementing power-aware dynamic VM consolidation algorithms that use VM live migration to dynamically reallocate VMs at every time frame.

C. Adding custom algorithm

We decide to embed our genetic algorithm framework in the CloudSim project in order to check and validate the results obtained through this simulator. Our genetic algorithm doesn’t handle the scheduling and the initial placement of the virtual machine, so we let CloudSim manage VM provisioning. To include our genetic engine in CloudSim we create a new class VmAllocationPolicyMigrationGA extending the PowerVmAllocationPolicyMigrationAbstract class, and we override the optimizeAllocation method in order to trigger the genetic algorithm initialization. Moreover, we need to be able to capture any cloud configuration in the simulator and to inject it in our model to allow reasoning and optimization on it through the genetic algorithms. Finally we also need effectors to apply the changes previously computed in the simulator.

D. Workload

In order to evaluate and compare the different energy models and their respective effects on the datacenter optimization we use PlanetLab workload traces. The data contains CPU utilization data of multiple VMs. In every VM workload, we have the mean CPU utilization values for every 5 minutes, and for approximately 1200 VMs. We then define how much physical compute servers we deploy in the infrastructure to host this set of VMs, and then CloudSim schedules the incoming requests on the compute servers. The
PlanetLab workload contains 10 days of VM traces, taken from 2011 March and April.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Goal

Through these experiments we want to validate the necessity of modeling the cloud datacenter and its features in order to optimize the energy efficiency of the infrastructure. Moreover, we aim at discovering which level of accuracy is necessary in the model: model of the cloud datacenter and the network, as well as the energy models evaluating the different potential energy consumption (servers, network, live migrations). To this end, we propose to apply our dynamic VM placement algorithm and its models into CloudSim simulation with a PlanetLab workload. The algorithm we designed can be run using two different models:

Coarse-grained model: simple model of the cloud datacenter: physical nodes, virtual machines and the mapping of the virtual machines onto the physical hosts. Energy consumption of a host node is determined using a linear model based on the CPU utilization of the host.

Fine-grained model: more precise model of the cloud datacenter. Network links and devices are modeled. Energy consumption of a host node is predicted through complex datacenter. Network links and devices helps the algorithm to have a better vision of the network topology, link utilization...) to host the VMs

B. Experiment protocol

For this set of experiments we use CloudSim 3.0.3 and the provided PlanetLab workloads. Our genetic algorithm relies on the MOEA Framework 2.6 and all the experiments are done using a regular GNU/Linux desktop with 3.13 kernel. The experiment is set to 24h and we trigger an optimization in the infrastructure every 60min. We evaluate three different potential energy consumption (servers, network, live migrations). To this end, we propose to apply our dynamic VM placement algorithm and its models into CloudSim simulation with a PlanetLab workload. The algorithm we designed can be run using two different models:

Coarse-grained model: simple model of the cloud datacenter: physical nodes, virtual machines and the mapping of the virtual machines onto the physical hosts. Energy consumption of a host node is determined using a linear model based on the CPU utilization of the host.

Fine-grained model: more precise model of the cloud datacenter. Network links and devices are modeled. Energy consumption of a host node is predicted through complex datacenter. Network links and devices helps the algorithm to have a better vision of the network topology, link utilization...) to host the VMs

B. Experiment protocol

For this set of experiments we use CloudSim 3.0.3 and the provided PlanetLab workloads. Our genetic algorithm relies on the MOEA Framework 2.6 and all the experiments are done using a regular GNU/Linux desktop with 3.13 kernel. The experiment is set to 24h and we trigger an optimization in the infrastructure every 60min. We evaluate three different algorithms and models:

- CloudSim bin-packing (LrMu) [2]
- Genetic algorithm with fine-grained model
- Genetic algorithm with coarse-grained model

For each experiment, we deploy 500 compute nodes hosting the virtual machines. The physical servers set is homogeneous and is composed of hosts with 20 GB RAM and 10 physical processors. We set a compute time limit of 40 seconds to our genetic algorithm to let it explore the search space and discover new cloud datacenter configurations.

VI. RESULTS

A. Measurements

The results of the different experiments are summarized in the table I. Below are the different acronyms used in the display of the measurements: CG and FG respectively correspond to the coarse-grained model with the NSGA-II algorithm and to the fine-grained model with the NSGA-II algorithm. Whereas LrMu stands for CloudSim placement algorithm with Local Regression allocation policy and Maximum Utilization. Note that the energy consumption unit is the kWh.

B. Built-in algorithms vs. model based heuristic

Comparing the results obtained through the CloudSim bin-packing algorithm (LrMu) with the results from the genetic algorithm (CG and FG), we notice that in terms of energy consumption the LrMu outperforms the GA algorithms. Nevertheless, we can note that to achieve this energy savings, the LrMu triggers a lot of virtual machine migrations, resulting in more physical hosts that can be shutdown. LrMu performs around two or three times the migrations that the genetic algorithm would have done for the same workload. Moreover, the gains in terms of servers freed from VM instances is not proportional. This huge amount of virtual machine migrations leads to an energy consumption overhead, a huge utilization of the datacenter’s network and a potential QoS degradation. This massive network utilization is not represented accurately in CloudSim. It is clear that performing around 2000 VM migrations out of around 1400 VMs over a 24 hours period can affect a lot the network and is quite hard to fulfill. For every VM migration, the volume of transmitted data between the source and destination host can be from 200 Mb to a few gigabytes. Thus, it is plain that 2000 migration of 1400 VMs over a 24 hours period of time, with 500 hosts having 1Gbps network connectivity is intractable. Here we can see that the objective of the cloud configuration optimization can not only be the minimization of the running physical servers. We must also take into account the number of virtual machine migrations, and their effect on the system. Indeed, we must find the right tradeoff between the number migrations and the servers consolidation. Our genetic algorithm can find the near-optimal tradeoff between the number of VM migrations and the number of active servers. It proposes a few solutions of the Pareto front which are more or less aggressive regarding the changes required.

C. Fine-grained model vs. coarse-grained model

Comparing the results of CG and FG, running the same algorithm but with different underlying models, we can see that the gains in terms of energy efficiency are limited. Modeling the network topology and the different networking devices helps the algorithm to have a better vision of the datacenter system. It drives the migrations allocations policies by fostering the best virtual machines to migrate: the VMs with the least memory volume to transmit over the network. Moreover it fosters better physical servers (in terms of network topology, link utilization...) to host the VMs
bein...g effect...s from CG.

VII. PERSPECTIVES

The results of the different simulation experiments look promising, but the gains are limited in terms of energy-efficiency. The next step would be to run these experiments on a real cloud infrastructure to validate the benefits of using fine-grained energy models. Moreover, the workload provided by PlanetLab only consists in CPU intensive VMs, but to be more realistic we need to experiment with various and realistic VMs doing different tasks and utilizing various resources. Moreover, energy-efficiency is very important on the provider side, but we must also take QoS into consideration while optimizing the cloud datacenter. Indeed, it is a crucial metric for the customers of the cloud. If we consolidate and shrink the VMs too much, we might end up with VMs having not enough resources to cope with the customers requests, and thus a very bad QoS leading to bad user experience.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Through this work we could discover the effects of different granularity modelisation to solve the cloud VM placement optimization problem: a fine-grained modelisation, a coarse-grained modelisation and no modelisation at all. With the simulation results, we discover that the results with no energy modelisation can induce a potential massive amount of virtual machine migrations, and thus they foster the consolidation process leading to energy savings in the datacenter infrastructure. Nevertheless, these very aggressive optimization policy are often intractable in a real cloud system. Triggering too much migrations can lead to SLA violation and bad user experience. By modeling the datacenter network, its topology and utilization links, we aim at minimizing the virtual machine migrations while consolidating the VMs in the datacenter infrastructure. Moreover, by using accurate server energy models we are able to characterize with accuracy the changes, in terms of energy, planned in the cloud optimization.
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